In 1996, an international group of principal investigators from the large sequencing centers working on the Human Genome Project (HGP) adopted data release principles known as the Bermuda Conventions (1). The key principle states "human genomic sequence information generated by centers funded for large-scale sequencing should be freely available and in the public domain…" Adherence was formalized as a condition for receiving funds from the National Human Genome Research Institute, the Department of Energy, the Wellcome Trust, and other agencies.
Immediate data release generates a potential conflict between data producers and third parties in that producers often draw a distinction between preliminary and final data. Official notification that the data are final is often captured by publication of comprehensive analyses in peer-reviewed journals. Publication of such analyses by third parties before the data producers have officially signed off preempts what producers consider to be their prerogative (2) . This conflict underlies the recent controversy (3) regarding who has the right to publish analyses of the genomes of the malaria and sleeping sickness parasites.
The underlying problem is that the data are "out there" with no formal restrictions on use. Thus, it was possible for two review articles (4) based on the gene content of ∼1.5 mB of annotated sequence from the mouse major histocompatibility complex to be published before the project was finished and primary publications were written by the data producers. Nothing except a journal's editorial policy (5) or the peer-review process prevents a third party from publishing sequence analyses accompanied merely by a reference to the database accession number. An alternative practice is to include an acknowledgement to the appropriate genome center(s). Neither form of attribution does much to benefit careers of data producers, particularly as accession numbers are not considered prior publications (6).
In the past, etiquette has guided decisions about publishing analyses of other people's sequences or annotations. Often, informal contacts have resulted in permission to publish, coauthorship, back-to-back papers, or other agreeable options. However, the Web fosters a climate of anonymity, in which the data content is divorced from the context of its acquisition, with the result that credit is often not properly given to data producers.
What to Do?
When a community benefits from freely shared information, it must take responsibility for ensuring that the producers of this information are appropriately rewarded. In the space sciences, there is a mechanism to reward the people who oversee construction of the large observatories, like the Hubble Space Telescope, that everyone shares (7). Scientists involved in developing the instruments are given a guaranteed amount of observing time, with an opportunity to specify their research objectives and the objects they plan to observe. Their program is made publicly available at the time of a general Call for Proposals, and other proposals are not allowed to duplicate their stated plans. They then have a proprietary period of time after the observations are completed to analyze the data and publish results. What is different about large-scale sequencing is that the data are already freely available. However, citing an accession number is analogous to referencing a personal communication. Journals typically require letters of permission for an author to cite a personal communication of unpublished data. We therefore propose that permission from data producers be required before third parties can publish certain types of analyses.
Disputes are inevitable, given the vagueness with which boundary conditions on legitimate ownership can be formulated. Nonetheless, we believe that the research community must develop a policy with specific guidelines on the kinds of analyses for which data producers can claim priority. We suggest two criteria:
1) The analysis must be based directly on sequence from a limited number of producers. This eliminates crossspecies or global analyses, which typically require unpublished data from many unrelated producers, and where it is almost impossible not to use data produced outside of one's own laboratory.
2) The analysis must address a question that the sequence producers could reasonably have planned. This eliminates unexpected discoveries. However, a cataloguing of all the genes in a particular organism or a major locus should be restricted because it is an "obvious" paper.
We suggest that databases add a tag or qualifier to an accessioned sequence entry that indicates whether the submitters require permission for publication of analyses based directly on that sequence. If the submitters do not require a request for permission, then no restrictions would be placed, and the accession number would be considered an acceptable reference. For accessioned sequences tagged as requiring permission, an indication of the sort of publication planned must be included as part of the database entry. An abstract would be required, so that potential journal editors and reviewers could decide whether a publication claim right has been violated. Finally, there must be a mechanism, perhaps instituted by journals, for resolving disputes and enforcing the policy. There will be instances where third parties insist that sequence producers have claimed too much territory or where sequence producers have not published their analyses within a reasonable time.
5. For example, editorial policy for Genome Research states: "…any sequence information obtained from center sites MUST be acknowledged in the manner approved by that center, or, when the center has no standard guidelines, the center must be appropriately acknowledged as the source of the information,…in any instance where individuals at a sequencing center have contributed more than just standard release information, these individuals should be contacted, shown the manuscript, and their status on the paper… (whether they prefer authorship or not) determined prior to submission." www.genome.org/misc/ifora.shtml.
6. Nature 405, 719 (2000) . "We believe that genomics databases, like preprint servers and conferences, represent a form of intra-community networking… Nature does not count them as prior publications. This policy applies not only to raw sequence data but also to 'annotations'…". CrossRef Medline
Web of Science 7. www.stsci.edu/ftp/proposer/cycle10/cp/cp10-5.html#pgfld-1818439. We thank M. Hauser for explaining these policies to us. 
